
 

At A Glance...

 
"UNIFI is a

platform that's
easy to implement

with tons of
support."

Ryan Companies is the 
national leader in commercial 
real estate, recently doubling 
their business in 2019-2021. 
UNIFI having stellar search 
abilities and being cloud-base, 
made their platform be a must 
for Ryan.

    Since opening its doors in the 1930s, Ryan Companies has 
established itself as the national leader in commercial real estate. 
With over 1800 employees across 17 offices, their team is 
dedicated to developing, designing, building, managing, and most 
importantly putting their hearts into creating spaces that will bring 
their customer's stories to life. By going the extra mile for their 
customers and taking the time to understand their vision, they 
have created an impressive and diverse portfolio of projects, 
including healthcare, hospitality, multi-family and industrial 
buildings. 

Challenge
 After Ryan doubled its business from 2019 to 2021 and adapted 
to remote project teams as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic  
finding, accessing, and storing BIM library content became an 
everyday struggle for their Architecture and Engineering (A+E) 
team members. They leveraged and enjoyed the efficiency gains 
realized via easy access by hosting their projects in BIM 360 and 
wanted to have the same convenience and security of the cloud 
when it came to the BIM content components and libraries that 
those models were built of. After thoroughly discussing all their 
content management problems, Ryan's A+ E team came to 
decision that it was best to seek out a content management 
platform that would be available to all their users nationwide, be 
user friendly, and solve their content management problems. 
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“My life is so much easier now
searching and managing

content libraries, thanks to
UNIFI.”
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ABOUT UNIFI:
UNIFI is the single source cloud platform to control, manage, and analyze digital building content.
UNIFI Content Management supports all file formats – Revit, Bentley, SketchUp, AutoCAD, jpg, xls, doc –
enabling any file to be stored, accessed and managed on UNIFI. Trusted, high quality manufacturer content
hosted on UNIFI Connect easily integrates into the existing libraries and models of designers and specifiers.
UNIFI Insights provides actionable analytics to maximize the investment in digital content. Learn why leading
architectural, engineering, construction and manufacturing organizations trust UNIFI as the complete solution
for their digital content needs at www.unifilabs.com or contact us at 702.834.5525

Just Search It, UNIFI: Being able to browse 
libraries and categories using tags and filters with 
UNIFI was extremely powerful to Ryan. The icing on 
the cake was the ability to save searches. The ability 
to use tags and filters within the search feature was 
a bonus, making it very easy for them to find exactly 
what they were looking for. Rolly Stevens describes 
how UNIFI’s search has changed his day-to-day life, 
sharing, “My life is so much easier now searching 
and managing content libraries, thanks to UNIFI.” 
The flexibility and diversity within UNIFI’s search 
didn’t just excite their end-users. It also sold their 
upper management as it was clear the time and 
efficiency gains, they would obtain from UNIFI would 
ultimately lead to significant cost savings to the 
bottom line.  

Once the decision was made to find another content 
management platform, Ryan was committed to 
thoroughly evaluating all their options. After a rigorous 
investigation, it became clear that UNIFI was in a league 
of its own, as UNIFI's cloud platform perfectly aligned 
with their BIM360 workflows. While UNIFI led the market 
in both feature-richness and price, this was easy to 
justify thanks to the value delivered by the platform. 
Rolly Stevens, Director of Design Technology explains, 
“UNIFI was the right software at the right time, checking 
all the boxes, and UNIFI was worth the price.” He 
continued, 
“UNIFI was more expensive upfront but quickly paid for 
itself with the time it saved me in managing content 
alone." 

Among the many robust features that blew the Ryan 
team away, efficiency flexiblility, and intuitive search 
functionality topped the list. Another game-changer was 
UNIFI’s versioning, which auto upgraded their content 
to the latest version of Revit, leaving Ryan's A + E team 
ecstatic about how easy and efficient their daily tasks 
were becoming. In further detail:  

Solution Content Whenever And Wherever You Want It: 
With their employees adapting to remote work, it 
was a difficult and time-consuming process to 
access content locally. By leveraging UNIFI, the only 
cloud-based BIM content management system, 
their team could access content anywhere and at 
any time. With an ease of mind knowing that their 
content was secure, it made it an absolute no-
brainer for them that UNIFI was the perfect 
application for the Ryan Architecture and 
Engineering team. 
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Wrap Up
On top of the product features, the stellar customer 
support from UNIFI throughout the buying and 
onboarding process was a plus for their team. The 
UNIFI team was in contact every day to ensure 
implementation was going seamlessly, which helped 
drive buy-in from their users and created enthusiastic 
UNIFI advocates across their team. The UNIFI team kept 
their word and delivered on their promises, which was 
priceless to the Ryan team.  
 Ryan is one of the many companies satisfied with UNIFI 
and their customer support. UNIFI has an extensive list 
of delighted clients, including top AECO organizations 
like Kimley Horn, Chick-fil-A, Stantec, Beca, Wegmans, 
Walgreens, etc. With over 40,000 users worldwide and 
an onboarding rating of 9.8/10, the customer feedback 
speaks for itself. Ryan says it best, “If you're an 
enterprise firm with employees both remote and in 
person, you have to look at UNIFI.” They continued,
“UNIFI is a platform that's easy to implement with tons 
of support.” Interested in how UNIFI could help your 
organization enhance efficiency? Try it for free by visiting 
us at Unifilabs.com.
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